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eFavormart is a leading importer, distributor and wholesaler of wedding products to make your wedding 
an experience that is remembered by all those attending it for many years to come. With great selection, 
extremely affordable prices and swift delivery straight to your home, buying wedding favors at 
eFavormart is indeed a pleasurable experience. 
 
To get naturally enrolled on major search engines is a time consuming process but an effective PPC 
campaign can guarantee immediate exposure to any website. We were looking for a reliable company 
who can effectively manage our PPC campaign. Fortunately we found eBrandz via Google. 
 
I would like to say how pleased I have been with the way PPC team at eBrandz managed our campaign. 
Their excellent knowledge and understanding of finding keywords has been clearly demonstrated by the 
way they have generated the odd keywords that produces excellent ROI, instead of combating for admired 
ones that end up in driving a deep hole in the pockets.  
 
We find your customer service exemplary quick and exceptional. With quick response time, outstanding 
and punctual reports you have remarkably transformed our site into potentially visible one, 
consequentially driving more traffic and sales enquiries for us within the span of two months. I didn’t 
have any apprehensions while signing up with eBrandz as I have already done business with few Indian 
companies and found them more reliable than their US counterparts. In-fact Indian companies read the 
questions and answer them personally, unlike US companies who would simply copy and paste. 
 
In any event thanks….you guys are really great! Your overall way of managing our PPC campaign 
especially the keywords identified by you, really worked for us and brought in customers looking for 
particular items possessed exclusively by us. This has indeed reduced the cost per order of PPC.  
 
I have already recommended your services to few of our friends and would gladly suggest your services 
to companies who desire to get more business online. 
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